
MPC Meeting Minutes: 

September 18, 2019 

No Quorum 

Call to order 7:07pm 

 

Treasurer Report:   CD $4062 Checking $767.42 

Defer approval of minutes for August 

No report from Design Stds Subcommittee 

Report on Task Force Meeting: 

The MPC Comments dated September, 2019 were presented to the Task Force on September 

16, 2019 

1.  Majority were pro development  

2. Small parcels in CBC that should not preclude development.   Voted against 2 acre 

minimums. 

3. Street Sense recommended cross streets across private property and over structured 

parking.  By putting this in the Comp Plan, a developer would need a wavier if it cannot 

be accomplished, with many speaking in opposition. After much discussion most people 

seemed to understand the impact putting it to the Comp Plan and then having to seek a 

wavier or an exception (Form base as opposed to FAR).    

4. Widths of streets proposed will required right of ways and loss of approx. 18’ of frontage 

and impact footprint of the building.  This will create more zigzag streets.  Bike lanes are 

too small and create zigzags as spotty development throughout the CBC will probably 

occur. (Currently this is what we have and this just  gives us newer buildings) 

5. County proposed a traffic light at Park, Old Dominion, and Ingleside to allow traffic to 

move safely.   This was voted down and suggestions to make limited left hand turns in 

peak hours. 

6. Sunrise is widening the road to allow for a bike lane and putting it behind the street trees 

next to the sidewalk rather than along the road.  This will provide a confusing bike path.  

The Fed and State are pushing for BLVD type lanes. The problem will be, what should 

the developers be given for this footprint loss? 

The discussion of bikes vs cars vs pedestrians with pros and cons.  The real question is 

how the county forced Sunrise to comply with things that are not in the current Comp 

Plan.   Note the Lutheran Church just finished a major renovation/building project and if 

they are forced to widen Chain Bridge they would lose approx 25 parking spaces 

(currently they short parking spaces).   The question remains, is Sunrise bike path a 

benefit? 

7. On Chain Bridge at Westmoreland suggesting a two left turn lane( with the middle lane 

to be left hand and straight lane) and straight ahead lane 

8. Provided charts of traffic study which are attached 

 

MRC report:    Ed presented the MPC September Comments with favorable response from 

the MRC.    Jane presented 4 possible sidewalks and the MRC recommend to the 

Supervisor  

1. Medicine Chest  at Beverly and Old Dominion Dr. 



2. A Section in front of the Old McDonalds on Elm 

New Business: 

Zumot and Tristate Developers presented a plan to build new house just outside of the CBC on 

Chain Bridge Rd.   They hope to do a community of 32 units of 2500-3000 SqFt , over 55, club 

house,  and open space.  Exiting the area onto Chain Bridge may need a traffic light.  We 

recommended they present to Stoneleigh and adjoining West McLean citizens.   Charlie and 

Winnie will work with them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 













 


